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Abstract—This paper presents a CMOS RF second-order
voltage-mode all-pass filter (APF) as a time delay cell. The
proposed filter benefits from a simple structure; consisting of
one transistor, three resistors, and one grounded capacitor and
inductor. The filter reaches a group delay of 60 ps over a 10 GHz
bandwidth, while achieving maximum delay-bandwidth-product
(DBW) and it consumes only 10.3 mW power. On the other hand,
an active inductor is used in the APF instead of a passive RLC
tank in order to control the time delay and improve the size.
In this case, the power consumption increases while time delay
can be tuned. The proposed APF is designed and simulated in a
TSMC 180 nm CMOS process.

the best approximation of an ideal delay; because it achieves
flatter group delay over a larger bandwidth than any other
approximation [10], [11]. For achieving maximum delaybandwidth-product (DBW), second-order APFs using Padé
technique are better selections than the cascade of two firstorder APFs to realize a second-order delay structure.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the
proposed APF is designed and analyzed. Section III presents
the tunability of the proposed second-order APF. The results
are given in Section IV and finally, Section V provides
conclusions.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

All-pass filters (APFs) as delay stages are used for realization of delay structures in many different radio frequency
(RF) circuits and phase shift applications like synchronizing
ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radios with locally generated
reference pulses, equalizers, and analog beamformers [1]−[3].
All-pass-filter-based time delays provide better performance
in terms of area-efficiency and loss than alternative methods
based on transmission lines or lumped LC delay lines, which
are area consuming and impractical for on-chip implementations. Therefore, implementations of wideband analog RF
beamformers using all-pass-filter-based delay approximations
have recently received attention [4], [5].
In some circuits, the delay stage is usually realized by
cascading first-order all-pass gm-(R)C filters. However, these
circuit topologies suffer from limited bandwidths around lowGHz (up to 2.5GHz) [5], [6]. Generally, high-order rational
APFs can be decomposed into several second-order APFs with
complex-conjugate poles and first-order APFs. Therefore, a
second-order APF is a key component for realization of a delay
structure with nanosecond delay. There are several currentand voltage-mode APFs in the literature [7]−[9], most of
them use one or more operational voltage or current amplifiers
that suffer from low bandwidth due to the presence of high
impedance nodes though. These filters are therefore limited to
low frequencies of operation.
In this paper, a CMOS wide-band second-order APF using
an active inductor to control time delay is proposed. The
proposed circuit employs padé approximation, which provides
978-1-5386-5108-7/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE

II.

P ROPOSED S ECOND -O RDER APF

The ideal transfer function of a second-order APF utilizing
Padé approximation is as follows:
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where ωn is the natural frequency of the APF and Q is
the quality factor, which determines the position of poles
and zeros in the complex plane. Fig. 1 shows the proposed
CMOS second-order APF as a time delay cell. If we neglect
the parasitics of the transistors, the transfer function of the
proposed second-order APF is defined as below:
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where gm1 and gm2 are the transconductances of M1 and M2 ,
respectively. In order to have an all-pass structure, we must
have the DC gain equal to unity and the same coefficients for
s in the nominator and denominator of (2), which yields to the
following conditions:
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As a result, the transfer function in (2) can be rewritten as
below:
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Fig. 1.

The proposed second-order all-pass filter.

Therefore, natural frequency and quality factor of the
proposed second-order APF become, respectively, as follows:
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Fig. 2.

(6)

Cgs is just assessed for the evaluation. Considering finite
output impedance of M1 and the Cgs which affect the pole/zero
frequency and DC-gain, the transfer function of the secondorder APF is as follows:

Given that transconductances gm1,2 only affect the quality
factor, the circuit bandwidth and quality factor can be set, independently. The pole/zero frequencies, phase, and group delay
responses of the second-order APF are given, respectively, as
below:
|ωp1,2 | =|ωz1,2 | =
p
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(a) Active inductor and, (b) and (c) its equivalent models.
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where gds is the output conductance of M1 . If gm1,2  gds
and the conditions in (3) are satisfied, the transfer function can
be rewritten as below:
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The group delay is 2L(gm1 + gm2 ) at DC. When Q < 0.5,
the APF has two real poles in the left-half plane, while
for Q >
√ 0.5 a complex conjugate pole-pair appears. When
Q = 1/ 3, the maximum flat delay will be achieved and Padé
approximation is matched. Therefore, the maximum delaybandwidth-product (DBW) will be guaranteed. Note that, the
circuit can achieve larger delay over a wider bandwidth by
choosing gm , L, and C appropriately (low transconductance
and small values of L and C) compared to the gm-(R)C
√ filters,
as the natural frequency of the proposed circuit is 1/ LC.
In order to consider the effects of parasitic capacitors on
the performance of the proposed APF, the effect of Cgd is
neglected due to the fact that its impedance is more than R1 at
high frequencies, corresponding to a very high frequency pole
which does not affect the performance of the APF. Therefore,
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As it can be seen, for C  Cgs , (4) and (11) will be the
same. Further analysis shows that Cgs makes variations on the
gain and group delay responses at high frequencies. However,
these variations can be adjusted by varying resistor R2 in the
proposed APF, which is assessed in Section IV.
III.

T HE T UNABILITY O F T HE P ROPOSED
S ECOND -O RDER APF

In order to control time delay in the proposed second-order
APF, active inductors are good options as they offer a variety
of advantages; e.g. small area, large and tunable inductance
value and self-resonant frequency, and also compatibility with
standard CMOS technology [12]. Fig. 2(a) shows a oneport grounded active inductor [13], [14], which is used in
the proposed second-order APF. Assuming for simplicity that
gm(ind)  gds(ind) , the input admittance of the active inductor,
Yind (= 1/Zind ), can be easily obtained by using its small
signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2(b) as follows:

Yind =

sCgs + gm(ind)
1
1
=
+
sRCgs + 1
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If gm1 RP  1, gm1 RS  1, and conditions in (3a)-(3b)
are satisfied, the transfer function can be rewritten as below:

R
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where pole and zero frequencies of the input admittance of
the active inductor are ωp = gm(ind) /Cgs and ωz = 1/RCgs ,
respectively. The circuit has an inductive behavior in the
frequency range of ωz < ω < ωp .
The obtained input admittance in (12) can now be modeled
by a parallel RL circuit shown in Fig. 2(c) as below:
0
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1
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(13)

where GP = 1/RP is determined as parallel and RS as series
resistance with inductor L. From (12) and (13), the parameters
of the RL equivalent circuit can be given as:
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The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is designed to tune the delay
of the proposed second-order APF. In this circuit, active
inductor shown in Fig. 2(a) is replaced with parallel RLC
circuit in Fig. 1. The value of resistor RS is very small and
therefore it can be neglected. Capacitor CP is the total parasitic
capacitances at the source terminal of the transistor M1 , and
hence, there is no need to any additional capacitor at this
node resulting in a smaller area. The transfer function of the
proposed circuit in Fig. 3 is as follows:
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which is nearly the same as that in (4).
IV.

R ESULTS

The proposed second-order APF is designed in 180nm
TSMC CMOS process and the results are obtained from
HSPICE simulation with the supply voltage of 1.8V. First, the
proposed circuit shown in Fig. 1 is simulated with gm1 =
31.5mA/V,
√ gm2 = 3.7mA/V, RL = 3KΩ, R1 = 65Ω, and
Q = 1/ 3 (for maximum DBW). In addition, the values
of capacitor and inductor are selected as 210fF and 0.85nH,
respectively.
In Fig. 4 the gain and phase responses of the second-order
APF are shown. The gain roll-off is due to the existence of
parasitic effects of the transistors. The group delay response of
the proposed APF is shown in Fig. 5, indicating a flat group
delay equal to 59.8ps over 10GHz bandwidth, which is very
close to the theoretical value in (9). Fig. 6 shows the gain and
group delay responses of the second-order APF for different
values of R2 (= 1/gm2 ). It is obvious that by varying gm2 ,

.

(15)

Fig. 4. Gain and phase responses of the proposed second-order all-pass filter.

Fig. 3.

The proposed second-order all-pass filter using an active inductor.

Fig. 5.

Group delay response of the proposed second-order all-pass filter.

Fig. 6. Gain and group delay responses of the proposed second-order all-pass
filter with different values of R2 = 1/gm2 .

Fig. 7. Gain and group delay responses of the proposed second-order all-pass
filter with active inductor for different values of RP (50 − 850Ω).

flat gain and group delay responses are achieved at higher
frequencies.
Table I indicates the performance comparison of the proposed second-order all-pass filter and some other reported
wide-band second-order ones. As it can be seen, power consumption of the proposed APF is lower than the others. Furthermore, the proposed circuit demonstrates a larger bandwidth
than the other second-order APFs having the same mode with
the exception of the filter in [10] where two inductors were
used, resulting in a larger area.
Finally, the proposed second-order APF using an active
inductor shown in Fig. 3 is evaluated with gm1 = 18mA/V,

Fig. 8. Monte Carlo simulation results for gain and group delay responses
of the proposed second-order all-pass filter with active inductor.

Fig. 9. Corner analysis results for group delay response of the proposed
second-order all-pass filter with active inductor.

gm(ind) = 118mA/V, RL = 3KΩ, R1 = 115Ω, and RP =
450Ω. In this case, an inductance of L = 1.48nH with RS =
8.6Ω is obtained, while the overall active inductor-based APF
consumes 33.6mW power from a 1.8V supply voltage. The
gain and group delay responses of the proposed APF are shown
in Fig. 7. As it can be seen, the delay can be controlled over
the frequency band by varying the resistor RP in the active
inductor. Tuning action can be easily performed by a binary
weighted resistor bank instead of R(= RP ) in Fig. 2(a).
For further analysis, Monte Carlo and corner analyses
are considered and the results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9
respectively, with RP = 250Ω. The Monte Carlo simulation
results are performed for ±7% tolerance on the channel length

TABLE I.
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON O F T HE P ROPOSED
W IDE -BAND S ECOND -O RDER A LL -PASS F ILTER A ND OTHER W ORKS .

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

of M1 in Fig. 3, with a Gaussian distribution and 50 iterations.
In this case, maximum variation on the group delay response
of the proposed APF over the frequency band is 9.5%.

[8]

[9]

V.

C ONCLUSION

This paper has presented a tunable wide-band second-order
all-pass filter as a time delay cell. The proposed voltagemode all-pass filter shows a flat group delay of 60ps over a
bandwidth of 10GHz, achieving maximum delay-bandwidthproduct (DBW). This filter consumes only 10.3mW and
reaches a larger delay across the frequency band than other
published second-order voltage-mode APFs using just one
grounded inductor. Additionally, an active inductor is utilized
in order to control the time delay of the proposed secondorder APF and to decrease size. In this condition, the proposed
filter consumes around 33.5 mW power, while its time delay
is varied for different values of tunable resistor in the active
inductor.
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